
Q4 Oct - Dec 2020 (final by date)

10/1/2020 8:20 AM 10 mins MN Reads: "The Silver Box" by Margi Preus
Margi Preus was disappointed when her books, Village of Scoundrels and The Littlest Voyageur , came out last spring at 
the same time the pandemic was

Arts & Culture

10/1/2020 7:45 AM 3 mins Forever Home 10/1
Animal Allies Humane Society is temporarily closed to visitors. Interested adopters are encouraged to make an 
appointment to visit the pet of their

Public Affairs

10/2/2020 8:20 AM 10 mins Backyard Almanac: welcome to Outstanding October
It's been another record-setting week in the Northland ... September came in only 1° cooler than normal this year, but 
we saw less than an inch of...

Environment & 
Outdoors

10/5/2020 8:20 AM 10 mins Where's Art? with Annie Dugan: the particular greatness of this week
Local art come sroaring back this week with some live and virtual exhibitions: First up, Jonathan Thunder and Robb 
Quisling open Aqua Vitae , Thursday

Arts & Culture

10/6/2020 8:00 AM 10 mins
The real-life Amy: the "Little Woman" you might not have known 
about

It's common knowledge that Louisa May Alcott's tale of a family's home life during the Civil War, Little Women , was 
loosely based on her own growing...

Arts & Culture

10/6/2020 8:20 AM 10 minsw
Astro Bob's Backyard Astronomy: now could be the time to pop for 
that teloscope you've been eyeing

Mars will be as close as it gets to the earth this week. And it won't get this close again until 2035. And Bob King says it's 
really something you...

Environment & 
Outdoors

10/7/2020 8:00 AM 10 mins
Journey to Wellness in Indian Country: "'Each tribal victory; we have 
to take two steps back"

The Osage shield on the Oklahoma state flag shows a Plains-style ceremonial pipe representing Native Americans, and 
an olive branch representing...

Public Affairs

10/8/2020 8:00 AM 10 mins
"Asking is always a good, generous thing to do - especially if you listen 
to the answers"

When the subject of globalization comes up, it's frequently in the context of markets or economies, which can sometime 
be a little ... impenetrable...

Arts & Culture

10/8/2020 8:20 AM 10 mins MN Reads: "Northernmost" by Peter Geye
Author Peter Geye talks about his most recent novel, Northernmost , the challenges of writing about Scandinavians ("I'm 
drawn to characters who live...

Arts & Culture

10/8/2020 7:45 AM 3 mins Forever Home 10/8
Animal Allies Humane Society is temporarily closed to visitors. Interested adopters are encouraged to make an 
appointment to visit the pet of their

Public Affairs

10/9/2020 8:20 AM 10 mins
Backyard Almanac: "Trees DROP leaves; they don't lose them. They're 
not losers"

Right up there with ice out, freeze up, and first snow is LEAF DROP. And Larry wants us to know it's a deliberate act on 
the part of trees.

Environment & 
Outdoors

10/12/2020 8:00 AM 6 mins In the Spirit of Medicine: I just got back from Atlanta
I was almost to my hotel and a man was kneeling on the sidewalk pulling a trumpet out of its case. I was well past him 
and was about to cross the...

Arts & Culture

10/12/2020 8:20 AM 10 mins
Where's Art? with Annie Dugan: we don't need to look outside our 
community for answers

Jeff Kalstrom's E.is the A. A.is the W. opened at The Nordic Center last week ... you can visit it in person as long as you 
observe the customary...

Arts & Culture

10/13/2020 8:20 AM 10 mins
Tips for Hardy Gardeners: clean it up or leave it? Plus leaves are the 
new currency

Clean up/clean out your garden at the end of the season or leave it?
Environment & 
Outdoors

10/14/2020 8:20 AM 10 mins
Green Visions: "Batman and Robin" at the forefront of a new plastic 
recycling paradigm

Dr. Brandon Knott and the other members of the international team working on a better way to recycle plastics are 
excited about their work. For one...

Environment & 
Outdoors

10/14/2020 8:00 AM 10 mins
"All of these decisions have been made behind closed doors": MN 
Supreme Court to rule on hearing

Now it's in the hands of the Minnesota Supreme Court. Yesterday, the court heard arguments from PolyMet and the 
Minnesota DNR on one side; and the

Environment & 
Outdoors

10/15/2020 7:45 AM 3 mins Forever Home 10/15
Animal Allies Humane Society is temporarily closed to visitors. Interested adopters are encouraged to make an 
appointment to visit the pet of their

Public Affairs

10/16/2020 8:20 AM 10 mins Backyard Almanac: welcome to Aut-win!
Aut-win ™ , for those new to Backyard Almanac, is that time of year after Leaf Drop ™ and before the first lasting snow. 

Aut-win ™ arrived on the...

Environment & 
Outdoors

10/19/2020 8:00 AM 10 mins Journey to Wellness in Indian Country: "it's all holy ground, really"
Here's a much-needed silver lining in our new and challenging times: Dr. Linda LeGarde Grover says 112 people joined 
her for the Department of...

Arts & Culture

10/19/2020 8:20 AM 10 mins Where's Art? with Annie Dugan: "time to turn to books"
A little snow on the ground: not enough to play in but too much to ignore. So we turn inward, perhaps, to books. Friday 
(October 23) is the MCBA Prize

Arts & Culture

10/20/2020 8:00 AM 10 mins
The Simple Plate: new recipe-sharing platform aims to connect local 
foods, farmers, and tummies

The Lake Superior Harvest Festival was just another in the long line of anticipated - but cancelled - events this year. But 
the Lake Superior...

Environment & 
Outdoors

10/20/2020 8:20 AM 10 mins
Astro Bob's Backyard Astronomy: tonight, a "daring and exciting 
thing" (pew-pew-pew)

You might have to add your own sound effects, but tonight, the OSIRIS-REx will take a crack at obtaining a sample of at 
least 60 grams from the...

Environment & 
Outdoors

10/21/2020 8:20 AM 10 mins Green Visions: thanks, immigrant ancestors, for ANOTHER fine mess
Phragmites. You say "frag-MITE-eez," not "FRAG-mites." But the most important thing to know about phragmites is that 
it's an invasive, non-native...

Environment & 
Outdoors

10/22/2020 8:20 AM 10 mins MN Reads: "The Soup and Bread Cookbook" by Beatrice Ojakangas Bea Ojakangas' mother always said you could never go wrong ordering soup. Arts & Culture

10/22/2020 7:45 AM 3 mins Forever Home 10/22
Animal Allies Humane Society is temporarily closed to visitors. Interested adopters are encouraged to make an 
appointment to visit the pet of their

Public Affairs

10/23/2020 8:20 AM 10 mins Backyard Almanac: Blink and miss Aut-win? Get the book from KUMD!
Two weeks ago it was 80°. A week ago, there was no snow. Last Friday, Larry Weber was heralding the beginning of Aut-
Win. Eight days of aut-win? Is...

Environment & 
Outdoors

10/26/2020 8:00 AM 6 mins In the Spirit of Medicine: Winter is coming and I’m not ready for it
Do the leaves remember those from last year? In the heat of summer, the bright green shimmers of forever. Then the 
fall. The bitter cold. They show...

Arts & Culture

10/26/2020 8:20 AM 10 mins
Where's Art? with Annie Dugan: "Duluth seemed a bit unlikely, didn't 
it, really?"

The Duluth Art Institute is turning up everywhere these days. Whether it's in a film starring Mick Jagger ("The art 
institute there; it used to have a

Arts & Culture

10/27/2020 8:20 AM 10 mins Tips for Hardy Gardeners: the moral imperative to eat banana splits
Eat a banana. Chop up the peel into smallish pieces. Put the pieces in some warm water and let them sit for a couple of 
hours. Congratulations! You'...

Environment & 
Outdoors
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10/28/2020 8:20 AM 10 mins
Green Visions: countering the myth of "natural" gas: "There's no time 
to pause and ponder this"

If you mention "natural gas" to Melissa Partin, she's likely as not to correct you. "Natural gas is only natural when it stays 
in the ground," says...

Environment & 
Outdoors

10/29/2020 8:20 AM 10 mins MN Reads: "American Gospel" by Lin Enger
A common trope in fiction pits siblings against one another in some form; maybe they're vying for the attention of a 
parent, maybe they're both in a

Arts & Culture

10/29/2020 7:45 AM 3 mins Forever Home 10/29
Animal Allies Humane Society is temporarily closed to visitors. Interested adopters are encouraged to make an 
appointment to visit the pet of their

Public Affairs

10/29/2020 8:00 AM 10 mins
Polling around the 2020 presidential election: why they never make 
the same mistake twice

Sometimes it seems like all polling does - like exit polls during an election - is give TV news people something to talk 
about before they actually...

Public Affairs

10/30/2020 8:20 AM 10 mins
Backyard Almanac: the return of Aut-win? and a lifetime of 
achievement. Congratulations, Larry!

Here's something that will appeal to phenology fans, even though it's a first-time occurence: Larry Weber is getting a 
Lifetime Achievement Award...

Environment & 
Outdoors

10/30/2020 8:00 AM 10 mins
Journey to Wellness: "If they're trying to keep us from voting and 
using our voice, it must matter"

Louisa Posada knows voter suppression efforts are going on right here in Minnesota. Moving ballot boxes and polling 
places. She knows of an instance...

Public Affairs

11/2/2020 8:20 AM 10 mins
Where's Art? with Annie Dugan: "how can you go wrong with a rubber 
chicken?"

Fans of Svengoolie (in the Twin Ports on Saturday nights) will be thrilled to know that we're contributing our own unique 
brand of horror to the...

Arts & Culture

11/3/2020 8:00 AM 10 mins
Astro Bob's Backyard Astronomy: did the Electoral College doom 
Pluto? ... and some legit infor

A couple of cool conjunctions are on the way in the next week or so: November 12 at 6am, look for Venus and the moon, 
then the next day, Venus, the...

Environment & 
Outdoors

11/3/2020 8:00 AM 10 mins
The Electoral College was a failure almost from the get-go. So why are 
we still using it?

The Electoral College was never intended to be the “perfect” system for picking the president, says George Edwards III, 
emeritus political science

Public Affairs

11/4/2020 8:20 AM 10 mins
Green Visions: "We'll go outside as long as it's warmer than 15°" "I 
thought 'celsius'?"

UMD's Jennifer Kreps Frisch is pretty excited about teaching teachers how to get their students outside. And that was 
before she knew it was due to...

Environment & 
Outdoors

11/5/2020 8:20 AM 10 mins MN Reads: "Fix What You Can" by Mindy Greiling
Mindy Greiling thought she knew quite a bit about mental illness. After all, she'd minored in psychology both as an 
undergrad and in grad school. But...

Arts & Culture

11/5/2020 8:00 AM 10 mins "And .....ACTION!" Ever wanted to be in a movie about hockey?
Screenwriter and director John Montague loves two things: hockey and filmmaking. So it's not really a stretch that the 
Minnesota native would be...

Arts & Culture

11/6/2020 8:20 AM 10 mins Backyard Almanac: welcome to ... Sum-aut?
Was it really only last week we were bemoaning the end of Aut-win? It's one of Larry's favorite seasons; that wonderful 
in-between-time when the...

Environment & 
Outdoors

11/6/2020 8:00 AM 10 mins
Polling failures are like Tolstoy's unhappy families; they're all unhappy 
in their own way

W. Joseph Campbell, a professor in the School of Communication at American University and the author of Lost in a 
Gallup: Polling Failure in U.S.

Public Affairs

11/9/2020 8:00 AM 6 mins In the Spirit of Medicine: How long have I known you?
Money was short and you ran out of heating fuel in the middle of winter. I expect those were some bad days. You didn’t 
tell me about that until after...

Arts & Culture

11/9/2020 8:20 AM 10 mins Where's Art? with Annie Dugan: "it's the week of the stars!"
Prepare to be star-struck this week. Begin with a week of activities courtesy the Bell Museum's Statewide Star Party 
starting tonight. (Click the...

Arts & Culture

11/10/2020 8:00 AM 10 mins The Simple Plate: Brian Yazzie
Brian Yazzie didn't find himself in any of the texts in culinary school. The Diné chef and food justice activist from the 
Navajo Nation in Arizona...

Arts & Culture

11/10/2020 8:20 AM 10 mins Tips for Hardy Gardeners: the many uses of Aut-win
Aut-win: it's not just for woods-wanderers anymore. Eventually, the glow from last week's record-breaking 70s will fade 
(perhaps in the wake of this

Environment & 
Outdoors

11/11/2020 8:20 AM 10 mins
Green Visions: people as native plants, climate change, and "radical 
kindness"

Kate Young is a huge fan of native plants. And people. And turning people into native plants - or native plants into 
people - through her art.

Environment & 
Outdoors

11/12/2020 8:20 AM 10 mins
MN Reads: "Animals of Turtle Island" by Tara Perron, illustrated by 
Jacqueline Paske Gill

While Indigenous children in Minnesota learn plenty of English language, most don't have a lot of chances to learn the 
languages of the people who...

Arts & Culture

11/12/2020 7:45 AM 3 mins Forever Home 11/12
Animal Allies Humane Society is temporarily closed to visitors. Interested adopters are encouraged to make an 
appointment to visit the pet of their

Public Affairs

11/13/2020 8:20 AM 10 mins Backyard Almanac: more records than KUMD
Larry Weber says he got it wrong last week. He said the warm temps would probably mean that we'd get summer, 
autumn, and winter all in one month....

Environment & 
Outdoors

11/16/2020 8:00 AM 10 mins
Journey to Wellness: "'Something else'; it's so dismissive. We are 
sovereign nations."

Minnesota Representative Mary Kunesh-Podein is about to step into her new job as the first Native woman to be elected 
to the state Senate.

Arts & Culture

11/17/2020 8:20 AM 10 mins
Astro Bob: "nothing I can say - penumbral eclipse of the moon" (with 
apologies to Bonnie Tyler)

The early hours of this morning (November 17) found Bob King reclining in his lawn chair in the driveway. "Dressed in 
everything I own" to brave

Environment & 
Outdoors

11/18/2020 8:20 AM 10 mins
Green Visions: fisher den boxes: helping rebuild populations ... and a 
whole lot of monkey business

When studies started showing that fishers (think big weasel) were declining in northern Minnesota, the DNR and wildlife 
biologists got concerned....

Environment & 
Outdoors

11/18/2020 8:00 AM 10 Mins
Do we have to choose between bankruptcy and getting sick? What 
happened to the plan?

Back when a pandemic like COVID-19 was more of a theoretical construct, the federal government was running 
scenarios; "war-gaming," if you will, to...

Public Affairs

11/19/2020 8:20 AM 10 mins
MN Reads: "Wolf Island: Discovering the Secrets of a Mythic Animal" 
by L. David Mech

Chances are the two or three wolves who wandered over the ice from Minnesota or Canada to Isle Royale 60-some 
years ago were just looking for...

Arts & Culture

11/19/2020 7:45 AM 3 mins Forever Home 11/19
Animal Allies Humane Society is temporarily closed to visitors. Interested adopters are encouraged to make an 
appointment to visit the pet of their

Public Affairs

11/19/2020 8:00 AM 10 mins
"If you don't know somebody who has COVID-19, you're going to very 
soon"

For the first time since the start of the pandemic, Minnesota is showing up as a hotspot. For the first time since the start 
of the pandemic, we're...

Public Affairs
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11/20/2020 8:20 AM 10 mins Backyard Almanac: Welcome to the confusing time
Thaw during the day ... freeze overnight. Welcome to "normal November." In other news, once upon a time, says Larry 
Weber ( and Laura Erickson ), say...

Environment & 
Outdoors

11/20/2020 8:00 AM 10 mins
"It's the first time in my life where 'the last shall be first' actually 
worked."

Lee Stuart, CHUM's executive director, is locked down at home with COVID-19. And yesterday, she had to send out an 
email saying that CHUM had had its...

Public Affairs

11/23/2020 8:20 AM 10 mins Where's Art? with Annie Dugan: whose art is it, anyway?
We perhaps spend more time staring at screens than we did last year at this time, but there's more to enjoy than just 
work and school stuff.

Arts & Culture

11/24/2020 8:00 AM 10 mins The Simple Plate: "People are hungry to learn to cook this way"
The University of Minnesota has been offering cooking classes for staff and faculty for several years now, but the 
combination of the pandemic (and...

Arts & Culture

11/24/2020 8:20 AM 10 mins Tips for Hardy Gardeners: solidarity and care through food
Tom Kasper's mid-life crisis involves vegetables. After considering himself a flower gardener (since he was seven years 
old), he realized that he...

Environment & 
Outdoors

11/25/2020 8:20 AM 10 mins Green Visions: "Line 3 is the epitome of what injustice looks like"
Winona LaDuke is angry, and she's not pulling any punches. Enbridge is prepared to begin construction on the 
controversial Line 3 project next...

Environment & 
Outdoors

11/26/2020 8:20 AM 10 mins MN Reads: "A Common Thirst" by Gary Boelhower, Illustrated by Sarah Brokke Arts & Culture

11/27/2020 8:20 AM 10 mins
Backyard Almanac: "much more Novemberish" - and the "squee" 
factor

As we wrap up the month of November, we're also saying goodbye to meteorological autumn.
Environment & 
Outdoors

11/30/2020 8:20 AM 10 mins Where's Art: "terroir: what in nature makes something the way it is"
You might think of "terroir" in terms of wine: it's the "combination of factors including soil, climate, and sunlight that 
gives wine grapes their

Arts & Culture

11/30/2020 8:00 AM 10 mins
Journey to Wellness in Indian Country: "We were not going to 
condone that behavior by the MPCA"

Earlier this month, twelve of the 17-members of the MPCA's Environmental Justice Advisory Group resigned after the 
agency approved a key water quality

Public Affairs

12/1/2020 8:20 AM 10 mins
Astro Bob's Backyard Astronomy: a master class in astrophotography 
and the Rise of The Gooey Moon

Last night, astronomer and photographer Bob King went to the shores of Lake Superior to watch - and photograph - the 
moonrise. But for the next week...

Environment & 
Outdoors

12/2/2020 8:20 AM 10 mins Green Visions: "We are all eyewitnesses to climate change"
Climate Generation - and apparently a lot of Minnesotans - want the state legislature to be able to hit the ground 
running when they reconvene...

Environment & 
Outdoors

12/4/2020 8:20 AM 10 mins
MN Reads: " Land of 10,000 Plates: Stories and Recipes from 
Minnesota" by Patrice M. Johnson

Even if we weren't facing a winter indoors, staring at (or climbing) the same four walls, we'd probably appreciate Patrice 
Johnson's new Land of 10,...

Arts & Culture

12/4/2020 8:20 AM 10 mins
Backyard Almanac: so far, "the dark month" is bright sunny skies and 
bright moonlit nights

So far, December is following the pattern set by October and November: quiet and dry, thawing during the day and 
freezing up overnight. Starting...

Environment & 
Outdoors

12/7/2020 8:20 AM 10 mins
Where's Art: learning art history through stand-up comedy and other 
surprises

One of the smart minds behind Warrior Printress Letterpress & Design and the WTF! (What The Feminist) art exhibits, 
Stacie Renne, has come up with

Arts & Culture

12/7/2020 8:00 AM 6 mins In the Spirit of Medicine: I always blamed myself
She was looking down into one of the barrels and once she started talking, the words came out and it was like she 
couldn’t stop. She was sobbing and

Arts & Culture

12/8/2020 8:20 AM 10 mins
Hardy Gardeners: land rush: the race for 336 square inches of 
cropland

Tom Kasper went on the air this morning and offered 336 square inches of cropland to the first ten people to call him. 
That's around 280 feet of...

Environment & 
Outdoors

12/8/2020 8:00 AM 10 mins
The Simple Plate: Duluth Does Veganuary: a local riff on a global 
movement

Face it; you've always been just a tiny bit afraid of vegans. According to the popular trope, electing not to eat or wear 
anything that comes from...

Public Affairs

12/9/2020 8:20 AM 10 mins
Green Visions: What does it want? "Indefinite persistance." How can 
we stop it? Swedish dish cloths.

Behold the spiny water flea: a single black eye, a barbed tail, and it reproduces asexually. Small fish, like young walleyes 
and yellow perch, can't...

Environment & 
Outdoors

12/9/2020 8:00 AM 10 mins
"We're not 'either/or' people": a virtual rally to support the creation 
of an LGBTQ+ commission

The new commission being proposed for Duluth has a long name that could, in fact, be even longer: Non-Binary, Queer, 
Trans, Two-Spirit, Lesbian, Gay,

Public Affairs

12/10/2020 8:20 AM 10 mins
MN Reads: "Pints North: Minnesota's Craft Beer Culture" by Katelyn 
Regenscheid

Craft beer exploded on the scene a few years back and Duluth proudly claimed it's place front and center. Arts & Culture

12/10/2020 7:45 AM 3 mins Forever Home 12/10
Animal Allies Humane Society is temporarily closed to visitors. Interested adopters are encouraged to make an 
appointment to visit the pet of their

Public Affairs

12/11/2020 8:00 AM 10 mins Hokey smokes! Laura Erickson gets an award from the Minnesota Ornithologists' Union
Environment & 
Outdoors

12/11/2020 8:20 AM 10 mins
Backyard Almanac: still dark, still predictable as we head into the 
second half of December

In October and November, the first half of the month differed dramatically from the second half. In fact, October and 
November saw record-breaking...

Environment & 
Outdoors

12/14/2020 8:20 AM 10 mins
Where's Art? with Annie Dugan: a peek behind the curtain at artistic 
process.

Red Lake Nation tribal member Jonathan Thunder has created a series of Anishinaabeg drawing tutorials for AICHO and 
Indigenous communities. He's...

Arts & Culture

12/14/2020 8:00 AM 10 mins Journey to Wellness: "Protecting living libraries-they are the keepers of our language and our ways" Public Affairs

12/15/2020 8:20 AM 10 mins
Astro Bob's Backyard Astronomy: as Meat Loaf once sang, "two out of 
three ain't bad"

The fabulous northern lights forecast for last week didn't materialize - the magnetic field was pointed the wrong way. 
Then if you gave up on the...

Environment & 
Outdoors

12/16/2020 8:20 AM 10 mins
Green Visions: invasive species cost Great Lakes $200 million a year-
why won't the EPA do something?

Invasive species are particularly hard on Minnesota, wreaking havoc on outdoor recreation, pumping stations and other 
infrastructure, and costing the...

Environment & 
Outdoors

12/17/2020 8:20 AM 10 mins MN Reads: "On the Shortest Day" Laura Sulentich Fredrickson and illustrated by Laurie Caple Arts & Culture

12/17/2020 7:45 AM 3 mins Forever Home 12/16
Animal Allies Humane Society is temporarily closed to visitors. Interested adopters are encouraged to make an 
appointment to visit the pet of their

Public Affairs
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12/18/2020 8:20 AM 10 mins
Backyard Almanac: "this is embarrassing" and a perennial holiday 
favorite

December may give us the shortest days of the year, but it's packing a whole lot into those short days.
Environment & 
Outdoors

12/21/2020 8:00 AM 6 mins In the Spirit of Medicine: "Sons of Suicides Seldom Do Well."
In the Spirit of Medicine features the essays of Dr. Arne Vainio, an enrolled member of the Mille Lacs Band of Ojibwe and 
a family practice doctor on...

Arts & Culture

12/21/2020 8:20 AM 10 mins Where's Art? with Annie Dugan: "Making Do with Digital" This week, Annie Dugan helps us find some great art available online: Arts & Culture

12/22/2020 8:20 AM 10 mins Tips for Hardy Gardeners: Gifting Your Time in Someone Else's Garden
Tom Kasper suggests, in this pandemic era, that many lovely gifts for the garden would be very lovely for a friend, like 
new gardening tools, some...

Environment & 
Outdoors

12/22/2020 1:00 PM 30 mins 12/24 Virtual Live from Studio A: Steve Roehm of the New Standards
Twin Cities trio the New Standards features seasoned musicians Chan Poling (The Suburbs), John Munson (Trip 
Shakespeare, Semisonic) and Steve Roehm (...

KUMD Events

12/23/2020 8:20 AM 10 mins Green Visions: with salt, as with so many things, moderation is key
Environment & 
Outdoors

12/23/2020 1:00 PM 30 mins 12/24 Virtual Live from Studio A: John Hermanson of Storyhill Music

12/24/2020 7:45 AM 3 mins Forever Home 12/24
Animal Allies Humane Society is temporarily closed to visitors. Interested adopters are encouraged to make an 
appointment to visit the pet of their

Public Affairs

12/28/2020 8:20 AM 10 mins Where's Art? with Annie Dugan: Thank
Reflecting on 2020, Annie Dugan acknowledges and offers her appreciation for artists, teachers and arts organizations in 
our area. "Artists and arts

Arts & Culture

12/28/2020 8:00 AM 10 mins Journey to Wellness: Trusting the Vaccine
Dr. Mary Owen talks with KUMD's Lisa Johnson about the first rollout of the COVID-19 vaccine. With a death rate in the 
native American population...

Public Affairs

12/29/2020 8:20 AM 10 mins Astro Bob's Backyard Astronomy: The Quadrantids
December's full moon, the "cold moon," arrives tonight, though in our area it may be obscured by clouds and snowfall. 
However, if the clouds hold...

Environment & 
Outdoors

12/30/2020 8:20 AM 10 mins Green Visions: Help to repopulate black spruce
Need a new hobby? A reason to get some fresh air in the woods? Want to help Minnesota’s forests grow healthy and 
strong? The Minnesota Department of

Environment & 
Outdoors
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